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ABSTRACT 

Many geomechanics structures have interfaces and joints. Examples include 

large building foundations, offshore oil platforms, underground storage caverns, dams, 

nuclear power plants, and other surface and subsurface facilities. These structures, at 

some time during their lifetime, may be subjected to cyclic loading caused by 

earthquakes, wave action, impact, or blasts. It is important to understand and model 

the interface behavior resulting from cyclic loading. Theoretical work on constitutive 

models for interfaces and joints is on-going which has resulted in an increased need for 

new laboratory testing equipment. 

An improved multi degree-of-freedom direct shear device has been designed 

and constructed to test interfaces and joints under pore water pressure. Any two 

structural (concrete, steel, wood) or geologic (soil, rock) materials may be tested in the 

device as long as the top specimen is solid. The apparatus is designed to hold a 7.5-

inch diameter 3-inch thick upper sample and a 9-inch diameter 3-inch thick lower 

sample. A normal stress of 400 psi (2.7 MPa) and a shear stress of 550 psi (3-9 MFa) 

can be developed at the interface. Test loading may be static, quasi-static, or cyclic, 

and constant or variable stiffness loading is available. 

A stiff reaction frame was designed to house the device and is described. 

The electro-hydraulic system is capable of supporting cyclic testing at 30 Hz- A new 

computer-controlled data acquisition and control system is also described. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The piles of offshore structures can experience a reduction in pull-out 

capacity, due to the buildup of excess porewater pressures which develop as a result of 

small cyclic axial displacements. These axial displacements can occur naturally during 

severe storm loading. In 1986, a number of axial load tests (quasi-static and cyclic) 

were performed with several pUes in soft marine clay on the Texas coast. After 

testing, the circular piles were pulled out of the ground and examined. It was 

observed that each, steel pile had a layer of clay adhering to its outside surface (about 

one-sixteenth of zin inch thick). Apparently, the plane of least shear resistance during 

testing was not at the steel-clay interface. Further investigation revealed that several 

sliding interfaces may have been active (in successive layers like the skin of an onion) 

during testing. This is an example of an interface problem along with an indication of 

the complexity tliat can be encountered in such problems. 

Interfaces and joints are important in a wide variety of geomechanics 

problems. Simply, an interface is the plane of contact that exists between two 

materials. An interface may also refer to a deformed zone of material near this plane 

of contact. A joint is a discontinuity in a rock body. Interfaces and joints become 

important in engineering when relative movement occurs between the bodies in 

contact. Examples of interface/joint importance can be foimd in structure-foundation 

systems (buildings, retaining walls, dams, hydraulic power houses, nuclear power 
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plants), subsurface structures (tunnels, underground storage caverns, military 

facilities), and in natural phenomena (landslides, earthquakes, glaciers). There are 

many other areas of application as well. The increased interest in interfaces and joints 

lias meant an increased need to simulate interface and joint behavior by theoretical and 

numerical models. 

During engineering design or analysis work, models of varying complexity 

are typically used. A crucial part of modelling is the understanding and selection of 

factors which will simulate appropriately the actual behavior. One of the major 

factors is the state of stress or strain within the bodies of interest. Related factors are 

initial stresses and the change in state of stress or strain over time. Loading factors 

may include the type of loading (e.g., cyclic loading produced by earthquakes, wave 

action, impact, or blasts), rate of loading, stress paths, and effects of frequency of 

loading or number of loading cycles. The physical factors considered might be the 

existence of interfaces or discontinuities, the physical roughness of interface/joint 

surfaces, whether the joints or interfaces are wet or dry, fluid pressure at the 

interface/joint, and measures of the physical state of the bodies (void ratio, density, 

water content, excess pore water pressure, damage). 

As it is not realistic to include all the potential factors within a model, it is 

often necess£iry to identify the most significant factors that influence the behavior of 

a joint or interface. For this purpose and to also determine constitutive model 

parameters for particular problems, it is essential to carefully plan and perform 

laboratory or field tests that simulate the behavior factors. 

The growing need for field and laboratory test data for joints and interfaces 

results from an increased interest in developing realistic models for joint and interface 

problems. Unfortunately, both the knowledge base and the number and types of 

testing equipment needed to create such a knowledge base are not keeping up with 
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demand. For example, knowledge of the cyclic behavior of interfaces and joints is 

limited. Even more lacking is knowledge concerning the effect of pore water pressure 

at a joint or interface. 

1.1 Scope of Research 

The objective of this research is to develop a laboratory capability to permit 

the continued development of constitutive models for cheiracterizing the behavior of 

interfaces and joints. The testing equipment described herein is intended for static, 

quasi-static, and cyclic testing of interfaces and joints. Some of the special features of 

the system are the introduction and measurement of fluid pressures at the interface, a 

circular shear box, and a capability to load in a constant or V£iriable stiffness mode. 

Also, several limitations of the first Cyclic Multi-Degree-of-Freedom (CYMDOF) 

testing device have been addressed and improved in the modified device. 

The scope of this thesis is to describe the newly developed laboratory test 

equipment. The new testing system includes the following components: the reaction 

frame, the direct shear testing apparatiK, the instrumentation setup, the electro-

hydraulic control equipment, and the automatic data acquisition and control system. A 

future plan of e3i>erimental testing and modelling is also summarized. 
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Chapter 2 

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

In a system involving interfaces or joints, such as a structure-foundation 

problem, the behavior of the structure and foundation material are coupled, meaning 

the behavior occurring on one side of the interface is affected by the behavior of the 

materied on the other side of the interface and vice versa, due to deformations and 

relative motions. It is this interaction that governs the mechanism of load transfer 

from one body to the other which is the key to understanding the behavior of the 

system. 

For the convenience of modelling real behavior, joints and interfaces are 

often considered as different "materials," simulated by a thin-layer (Desai et al., 1984). 

Like solid materials, interface "materials" have their own material properties. Unlike 

solid materials, they may be allowed to simulate slippage, partial debonding 

(sq)aration) and rebonding. Laboratory or field testing is used to determine the model 

parameters needed to characterize interface behavior. 

The rest of this chapter provides additional background information useful in 

the construction of equipment to test joints and interfaces. Included is a brief 

discussion of the nature of joint and interface deformation and of previous 

joint/interface testing devices. 



2.2 Joint and Interface Deformation 
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Joint movement occurs roughly in a single plane, although under severe 

conditions the rock, bodies themselves might experience significant deformation- In 

contrast, the relative movement associated with an interface may be planar but often 

it is three-dimensional. In the latter case, parts of one or both bodies may experience 

significant deformation with or without relative motion occurring at the "planar" 

contact between the bodies. 

Consider a reference point on one body within a joint or planar interface. 

Six degrees-of-freedom are considered to exist for this point. These six directions in 

which movement may occur are illustrated in Figure 1 (the joint or interface is 

located at the x-y plane). This movement can be classified in terms of four modes of 

relative displacement: (1) translational (displacement in the x and y directions), (2) 

normal (displacement in the z direction), (3) torsional (rotation about the z axis), and 

(4) rocking (rotations about the x and y axes). 

It is also useful to classify joint or interface movement in a different 

manner, which will be called modes of deformation. The five modes of deformation 

axe: 

1. Stick or no slip — The body on one side of the contact does not move relative 

to the other body. Normal and shear stresses may be present at the interface. 

2. Slip or sliding — Slip occurs when one or both bodies move according to the 

translational or torsional modes of relative displacement. 

3. Debonding/rebonding — Debonding occurs when there is separation of the bodies 

causing a partial or complete loss of contact at the interface. Rebonding is 

movement in the opposite direction resulting in a greater area of contact at the 

interface. Either the normal or rocking modes of relative displacement can 
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Figure 1. Degrees-of-Freedom at a Point 
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lead to debonding and rebonding. The translation and rotation modes cannot 

cause debonding, although translational and rotational motions in the presence 

of asperities may produce normzil or rocking movement (which may cause 

debonding). 

4. Penetration — Penetration results when part of one body penetrates into the 

other body. The normal, rocking, translational anrf torsioneil modes of relative 

displacement may cause penetration to occur. 

5. ProTimate-zone strain — Shearing forces along the contact plane can cause strain 

in the deformable mass next to the contact. This proximate-zone strain is 

three-dimensional and may occur in one or both of the neighboring bodies. If 

the strains in the body are uniformly increasing from the contact plane, this 

type of deformation is simple shear strain. If the mass is constrained or is not 

homogeneous, the mass will have a complex streiin pattern. 

2.3 Xnterface/Joint Testing Devices 

Since the main objective of this thesis is to present the details of the new 

testing equipment, a detailed review of previous testing devices is not given. For 

reviews of testing equipment used to examine joint and interface behavior along with 

summaries of testing results see the following; for joints — Gould (1982) and 

Fishman (1988), for and interfaces — Zaman and Desai (1982), Drumm (1983), and 

Uesugi (1987). 

The rest of this section is a short listing of the various types of testing 

devices currently employed to test joints and interfaces. A brief indication of the 

common advantages and limitations of each of these devices is provided. 
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2.3.1 Conventioiial Direct Shear 

Most of the joint and inteiface testing performed in the past has been carried 

out using the conventional direct shear device. In this test, two materials are in 

contact with each other within two halves of a metal shear box. A normal stress is 

first applied to the top box; this stress is transmitted by the material within the box 

to the interface. A shear load is then gradually applied to one of the boxes while the 

loads and displacements are measured. The shear loading is usually slow and uni

directional, although some devices do allow cyclic loading. The extent of interface 

area and loading magnitudes vary greatly among direct shear devices. A few such 

devices permit pore water pressure to be measured. 

Advantages, (l) This may be the simplest interface testing device to use in 

comparison with the others because the de\ice itself, the test preparation, and the 

operating procedure is simple. (2) The device is commonly available. 

LimitatioTis. (l) Most important is the nonuniform distribution of shear 

stress and shear strain at the interface. (2) The slip along the interface cannot be 

sqjarated from the displacement due to the deformation of the soil; thus, the measured 

displacement might overestimate interface slip. (3) The interface area is reduced with 

sliding displacement as both specimens are the same size. (4) In soil specimens, size 

effects exist due to soil confinement within the box and friction on the sides of the 

box. 

2.3.2 Rod Shear 

The rod shear device consists of a circular rod (usually about one inch in 

diameter) which is inserted co-axially into a cylinder of soil; the rod extends through 
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the length of the soil q)ecimea. The soil mass is surrounded by a rubber membrane 

and is often placed within a vessel simileir to a triaxial cell for testing. The test is 

performed by first applying pressure on the soil specimen (produces normal stress at 

the interface) and then applying an jixial load to the rod, creating shearing stresses 

along the length and circumference of the rod. 

Advantages, (l) Can produce a relatively imiform distribution of stress at 

the interface. (2) The setup is physically similar to piles or cables in soil (for 

determining skin friction). (3) Pore water pressures can be measured. 

T .imitations, (i) The normal stress at the interface may be affected by the 

dilatancy of the sample. (2) There are stress concentrations at the ends of the 

specimen (including the interface). 

2.3.3 Torsional Ring Shear 

The torsional ring shear device is used to determine joint and interface 

properties in the degree of freedom that corresponds to rotation about the a-yig normal 

to the interface. The specimens used are in the shape of an annular ring and the width 

of the ring is small compared to its diameter. After loading the interface in the 

normal or vertical direction, torque is applied to one of the rings and angular 

deformations and loads are measured. 

Advantages, (l) A relatively uniform state of stress and strain is obtainable. 

(2) The interface area is constant even at very large displacements. (3) The sample is 

theoretically free from progressive failure since the interface is not of finite length. 

T-imitatin-ns. (l) It is difficult to prepare a rock or xmiform soil mass in a 

ring shape. (2) It is difficult to produce a uniform surface roughness on a solid 

sample. (3) Setup of the test can be time consuming. 
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2.3.4 Simple Shear 

In this device the soil is usually placed in a circular or rectangular container 

consisting of stacked metal plates. The soil at the bottom of this container contacts 

the lower sample Csolid) at the interface. The plates are either teflon coated or 

lubricated in some other way to minimize friction during soil deformation. A 

constant normal load is next applied to the top of the soil by a loading ram. The test 

is now ready to be perform^ by applying a tangential load to a steel plate which 

holds the solid lower sample. Loading may be monotonic as well cyclic. Tangential 

displacements are measured at the steel plate and at the stacked metal plate closest to 

the interface. Interface slip is calculated by subtracting the dr^lacement due to the 

sheiir deformation of soil (stacked metal plate measurement) from the total 

displacement of the steel plate. 

Advantages, (l) The interface area remains constant during the test. (2) The 

sample prepziration and testing procedure is simple. (3) Slip along the interface can be 

determined and separated from displacements due to the shear deformation of the soil. 

T-imitatifiTi?!. (l) There are stress concentrations at the ends of the specimen 

Gnclxiding the interface). (2) The setup and testing procedure is usually more involved 

them in conventional direct shear testing. 

2.3.5 Shaking Table 

A shaking table is a structural platform fitted with hydraulic cylinders so 

that indq)endent vertical and horizontal displacements can be generated. Some shaking 

tables allow control of all six degrees of freedom (assuming the entire structure is a 

point). Interfaces are tested by mounting the interface material on the table, placing a 
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large concrete block or other structure on top of the material, and then shaking the 

table as desired. Forces, displacements, and accelerations are measured. 

Advantages, (l) Actual earthquake motions can be simulated. (2) Useful for 

studying the behavior of the stucture on top of the interface. 

T-imitatioTis. (l) The equipment is large and very expensive. (2) It is 

difficult to control normal loading and measure displacements and forces at the 

interface. (3) The structural platform creates an inertial effect. 

2.3.6 Multi-Degree-of-Freedom Direct Shear 

A multi-degree-of-freedom shear device is essentially of the direct shear 

type, however, there are several differences between it and a conventional direct shear 

device. Most important is a capability for one of the sample blocks to undergo small 

roll and pitch movements. With the vertical or normal actuator acting under force 

control, the shear box and specimen have four degrees of freedom. These include 

horizontal translation in the direction of shearing, vertical translation, rotation about a 

horizontal axis perpendicular to the axis of shearing, and limited rotation about a 

horizontal axis parallel to shearing. This capability edlows more realistic sliding 

motions as well as permits the observation of dilatancy. Unlike most conventional 

devices in which the upper box slides directly on the lower box or on steel rods 

sqjarating the boxes, a multi-degree-of-freedom device does not have this friction 

between the boxes. The normal and shear loads are applied by servo-controlled 

hydraulic cylinders so that cyclic testing may be easily performed. 

An example of this type of machine is the Cyclic Multi-Degree-of-Freedom 

(CYMDOF) testiiLg device located at the University of Arizona. The CYMDOF shear 

device was developed in 1980 by DesaL Descriptions of the apparatus along with 

details of test programs and modifications made to the apparatus are given in Desai 
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(1980, 1981), Zaman and Desai (1982), Drumm (1983), Desjii et al. (1983), Drumm and 

Desai (1983), Nagaraj and Desai (1986), and Fishman (1988). This device was the 

forerunner of the device discussed in this thesis. 

Advantages, (l) Four degrees of freedom at the interface are permitted. (2) 

Designed for fast cyclic as well as monotonic loading. (3) Both stress controlled and 

strain controlled tests can be conducted. (4) Dilatation can be measured. 

T-iTnitatinns. (l) Still incorporates many of the same limitations present in 

the conventional shear device. (2) Any portion of the applied normal load that is 

transferred to the sides of the upper sample box is transferred directly to the lower 

box, effectively bypassing the interface. (3) The setup procedure and testing can be 

complex. 
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Chapter 3 

DEVELOPMENT OF REACTION FRAME 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous frame used in interface testing is not sufficiently stiff, 

particularly for high rate loading, high magnitude loading, and torsion loading. 

Considering this and plans for the current and future devices, it was decided to design 

and build a new frame. 

3.2 Foundation Design and Analysis 

The most economical and convenient location foixnd for the frame turned out 

to be in an existing hydraulic trench on the ground floor of the Civil Engineering 

Building, Room 108, which is part of the Constitutive Modelling Laboratory. The 

following aspects of the foundation will be discussed: soil analysis, analysis of 

existing channel, reinforcement of the existing channel, concrete embedment of the 

frame, and drainage. 

The weight of the steel frame is estimated to be 6.3 tons and the encasing 

concrete is an additional 11.7 tons, giving a total weight of about 18 tons. 
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3.2.1 Soil Analysis 

Tlie bearii^ capacity of the soil iinder the hydraulic channel is estimated to 

be about 11 tsf. Since the pressure to be applied to the soil "was ciilculated to be 4.6 

psi or 0.33 tsf, the beeiring capacity factor-of-safety is 29. The expected soil 

settlement due to the applied load was estimated to be about 0.02 inches. 

3.2.2 Analysis of the Existing Hydraulic Channel 

The existing concrete channel is composed of vertical side walls (6 inches 

thick) sitting on a 4-foot wide, 6.5-inch thick concrete slab. Both the walls and the 

slab are reinforced with #4 steel bars running longitudinally to the channel at a 

spacing of 12 inches. A 6-inch diameter concrete core was taken from the center of 

the bottom slab to determine concrete thickness and to investigate the soil underneath. 

Analysis showed that the channel might not be adequate by itself to support the 18-

ton frame. It was also discovered that an electrical conduit encased in concrete runs 

parallel to and under the hydraulic channel. Hence it was proposed to further 

reinforce the existing channel as described below. The design of the frame-foundation 

system was certified by Dr. M. R. Ehsani, a registered Professional Engineer in 

Arizona. 

3.2.3 Reinforcement of the Existing Channel 

The side walls and bottom slab of the existing channel were strengthened 

with steel reinforcing bjir (rebar) and concrete according to the following plan. Short 

lengths of #6 rebar was inserted 4 inches deep into the side walls and 5 inches deq) 

into the bottom slab at a uniform spacing of 18 inches as shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
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The purpose of this rebar was to connect the existing channel walls and bottom slab to 

the newly added concrete, forming the strengthened base. To anchor the rebjir in the 

old concrete, HR 200 Solidbond polyamine q)Oxy (from Adhesives Technology 

Corporation, 88th Place South, Kent, WA) was used which resxilts in a pullout 

strength of about 25 kips for each #6 bar. After the rebar was in place, concrete was 

poured into the channel to a depth of 9 inches. The concrete was mix #059226 from 

The Tanner Companies (Tucson, AZ) which is a 3/8 inch aggregate, 4000 psi concrete. 

3.2.4 Frsune Embedment 

Two weeks after the pour, the bottom leg of the 4-member frame was 

placed on the concrete base within the channel. Figures 4 and 5 show the box frame 

resting in the channel after the remaining steel members were welded together. The 

embedment depth of the frame below the floor surface is 23 inches. Figure 5 shows 

additional rebar which was welded to side of the frame before the final concrete pour. 

The same concrete mix as noted above was used to embed the frame within the trench. 

The concrete extends about 16 inches beyond each end of the frame, and 4 inches of 

concrete separate the outer part of the frame from the old channel walls. 

3.2.5 Drainage 

To facilitate water drednage from the remaining part of the hydraulic 

channel into the Civil Engineering courtyard drainage system, four 3-inch PVC pipes 

were laid down at the bottom of the old channel before the first pour (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. Side Walls of Channel Showing Reinforcing Bars 

Figure 3. Reinforcement of Existing Channel 
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Figure 4. Frame After Installation in Channel 

Figure 5. Side View of Frame Resting in Channel 
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3.3 Frame Design 

It was desired to build a frame that would not deform in any significant 

way during loading. The frame needs to remain very stiff during rapid cyclic loading, 

high magnitudes of loading and torsion loading. 

3.3.1 Dimensioiis 

The largest anticipated apparatus to be installed in the frame is the new 

CYMDOF shear device described hereafter. A height of at about 5 feet and a length of 

about 5 feet is required. It was decided, however, to make the interior space within 

the frame as Izirge as practical. After design, the final dimensions of the frame 

interior were 5.88 feet high by 8.04 feet long by 2.33 feet wide. The as-built frame 

is shown in Figure 6. 

3.3.2 Maximum Deflection 

The four main composite beams making up the frame are each composed of 

two steel plates (28 inches wide, 1 inch thick) that sandwich two steel W24x68 

sections Izdn 6 inches apart. Each of the beams are 28 inches wide, 26 inches high, and 

have a moment of inertia (I) against bending of 12,200 in*. Under an upward load of 

50 kips at the center of the top 8-foot long composite beam, it is calculated that the 

deflection will be about 0.001 inch. Since the top beam is the critical beam for 

deflection and the TnaTi-mu-m capacity of the present loading actuators is 30 kips, less 

than 0.001 inch of deflection is expected for all the frame members. 
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Figure 6. As-built Reaction Frame 
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3.3.3 Mazimiun Allowable Load 

The maximum vertical load (vertical load being critical) that can be applied 

to the frame is limited by the welds holding the W-sections to the 1-inch plate. These 

could fail in shear when the composite beam is subjected to a load of about 1500 kips. 

Using a factor of safety of 5, the allowable load is 300 kips. This can be increased by 

adding bars of stiffening metal in the web of the beam or increasing the dimensions of 

the welds. 

3.4 Frame Construction 

After the frame was designed, permission was sought from Planning 

Services, University of Arizona to construct the frame. Approval was given by Mr. 

Robert H. Simpson. 

3.4.1 Frsune 

Components of each of the four composite steel beams were welded together 

first, then each composite beam was moved into the trench and welded to the other 

composite beams. The welding of the 1-inch plates to the W-sections caused the plates 

to warp slightly (0.0625 inch deflection from center crown to edge). Metal shelving 

was added into the front of the frame as shown in Figure 6. Finally, all of the frame 

was wire brushed, coated with zinc chromate metal primer, and then painted with 

Southwestem's Dura-Kote Plastic Latex (#709, sandstone brown). 
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3.4.2 Frame Appurtenances 

Four attachments were designed and attached to the frame: (1) A winch and 

crane assembly, illustrated in Figure 6, was designed to help in lifting and moving the 

device and other equipment in the frame area. (2) A horizontal actuator-connection 

assembly, shown in Figure 6, was designed which can be adjusted in height increments 

of 0.5 inch. (3) A vertical actuator-connection assembly was designed which allows 

the lower end of the actuator to be rotated up out of the way to give more room 

when working on the device. 

(4) A foiindation plate assembly vns designed so that the test bos could be 

mounted to a flat and level surface (the bottom frame member is neither level nor 

flat). This assembly consists of a 4-inch steel plate, a 2-inch steel plate, and six 

socket head leveling screws. The steel plates were ground flat to within about 0.008 

of an inch. Either the 2-inch plate or the 4-inch plate or both may be used depending 

on the height needed. The desired thickness of ^jlates is first bolted to the frame with 

four 0.75-inch bolts. The six leveliag screws are next threaded into holes placed 60 

degrees ap2irt around the outside of the plate. By adjusting the screws the plateCs) can 

be leveled — it shoxild be noted that the leveling plates are in direct contact with the 

frame under the center of the test box. Finally, stainless steel and brass shim stock is 

slid beneath the bottom plate and the frame to more fully support and stabilize the 

leveliag plates. The test box can now be bolted on the foundation plate assembly. 
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Chapter 4 

CYCLIC SHEAR APPARATUS 

4.1 Introduction and Description 

Simulation of actual conditions in the laboratory is difficult. In order that 

all the significant behavioral factors can be simulated, laboratory equipment must be 

carefully designed. It may also be necessary to perform tests on several specialized 

testing devices. An accurate description of the load-deformation behavior of joints and 

interfaces requires careful control of boundary conditions in the test device. In an 

effort to improve and continue to expand our laboratory testing program at the 

University of Arizona, a new and improved interface testing apparatus was determined 

to be built. 

The design of the device, which was initiated around 1982, experienced 

significant delays due to personnel changes, general lack of previous availability of 

such devices, and changes necessitated because of the inclusion of pore water pressure, 

fecial considerations in the pressure vessel design, material availability, and the 

required tolerances of fit. The present design and construction represent a culmination 

of this process of continuous refinement and modification. A number of these changes 

were introduced since 1986, after which time the major part of the design and 

construction work was completed. 
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The cyclic direct-shear apparatus is designed to hold an 7.5-inch diameter 3-

rnch thick upper sample and a 9-inch diameter 3-inch thick lower sample. As the 

lower sample is larger than the upper sample, the interface area always remains 

constant during the test. A normal stress of 400 psi (2.7 MPa) and a shear stress of 

550 psi (3.9 MPa) can be applied and developed at the interface. Both of these stresses 

may be increased by modification of the apparatus. This is an order of magnitude 

improvement over the current capability of the first CYMDOF device which allows a 

maximum shear stress at the interface of about 40 psi under cyclic loading. 

The lower sample is fixed and the upper sample is allowed to move 

vertically, horizontally in the direction of shear, and if desired, to rotate about an axis 

in the plzine of shear perpendicular to the direction of sheeir. The range of normal 

displacement is +0.75 inch. The range of sheeir displacement is +0.5 inch. The upper 

sample is permitted to rotate back and forth 3 degrees. As has been mentioned 

previously, pore water pressures can be introduced and measured at the interface. 

Figures 7 and 8 show schematic line drawings of the device. 

A limitation of the device is that the upper sample miKt be solid. Even so, 

this allows joint and interface testing of rocks, concrete, steel, wood, soU cement, 

asphalt, and rubber. Soft materials such as soils are permitted as the bottom interface 

material. Having the upper sample be solid while the lower sample is soft provides 

advantages over a design where the the reverse is true. First, normal displacement 

measurements of the interface are easier to make (when measured above the sample) 

due to the stiffness of the upper sample. Second, load applied on the solid sample will 

result in a better normal stress distribution at the interface. Finally, dilatation or 

volxune change measurements wUl be possible as any change in soU volume during 

shear will result in a vertical change of position of the upper solid specimen. 
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Figure 7. Schematic Line Drawing of the Device — Cross Section 
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Figure 8. Schematic Line Drawing of the Device ~ Side View 
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The interface quantities that can be measured or calculated include the 

normal stress, shear stress, normal di^lacement, shear displacement, rotation, 

coefficient of friction, angle of internal friction, appjirent cohesion, fluid pressure, atirf 

the entire stress-deformation response. 

4.2 Components and Design 

Brief descriptions of the various device components, design considerations, 

and the method of device operation are given below: 

4.2.1 Material Properties 

The major device components are constnicted from stmctural steel, stainless 

steel, and high-strength aluminum. Aluminum was often used in place of steel because 

of weight considerations and a need to minimize interference with readings from 

electronic inductance coUs. Stainless steel was used when both a high stiffness was 

required and the part would likely come in contact with water. 

Structural Steel - hot-rolled. ASTM Specific weight = 0.284 Ib/cu-in, 

E = 28000 ksi, G = 11500 ksi, tensile strength = 58 ksi, yield strength = 36 ksi, 

magnetic. 

Stainless Steel (303.304.308). Specific weight = 0.286 Ib/cu-in, E = 29000 

ksi, G = 10600 ksi, tensile strength - 90 ksi, yield strength = 40 ksi, not magnetic 

unless cold-worked, corrosion resistant. 

6061-T6 AlumiTium- Specific weight - 0.098 Ib/cu-in, E = 10300 ksi, G = 

3700 ksi, tensile strength - 42 ksi, yield strength - 35 ksi, not magnetic, corrosion 

resistant. 
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4.2.2 Device Bottom Plate 

The device bottom plate is shown in Figure 9. The bottom plate consists of: 

(l) a 1-inch thick aluminum plate, (2) four positioning blocks bolted to this plate for 

the purpose of holding the rectangular-shaped lower box snugly in place, (3) a housing 

and lubrication mechanism for the linear stabilizer bearing shown in Figure 10, (4) 

two Oilite bearing plate and roller-bearing assemblies (stabilizer-aim guide blocks) for 

support of the upper box stabilizer arms which are located on top of two of the 

positioning blocks, and (5) eight 1-inch stJiinless-steel threaded inserts which are 

recessed into the plate for bolt down of the pressure vessel piliais. 

The linear stabilizer bearing and its housing is required to ke^ the 

horizontal actuator rod aligned with the side hole in the pressure vessel. If the 

bearing was not used, any lateral or twisting movement of the rod would damage the 

aluminum, pressure-vessel wall. The bearing and housing also keep the shear load 

horizontal with the interface plane. 

4.2.3 Vertical Load Application 

In the first CYMDOF device, one end of the vertical actuator is attached to 

and moves with the upper box. Due to this swiii^ing motion of the actuator, the 

normal load on the interface is reduced slightly and the horizontal load is increased by 

the same amount. In. order to eliminate this effect and to accommodate requirements 

of the pressure vessel, the vertical loadii^ mechanism was designed to keep the 

actuator stationary in the vertical plane durii^ testing. 

During construction of the new device it was found appropriate to double 

the rigidity (thickness) of the load cell attaching plates (over that used with the first 
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Figure 9. Device Bottom Plate 

Figure 10. Linear Support Bearing 
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CYMDOF device) and to machine these plates flat to a miniTnuTn of 0.0005 inch. 

Hardened ground spacers and and longer hardened bolts were also added to the load cell 

installation, the bolts being torqued to 165 ft. lbs. 

The normal load is applied to the interface by means of the following 

components Csee Figures 11 and 12): 

1. A 30-kip actuator is pinned into the vertical actuator-connection assembly 

which is welded to the horizontal top beam of the frame. 

2. The threaded end of the actuator screws into a STRAINSERT 30-kip flat load 

cell which is attached by 8 bolts to a 2-inch thick, 9-inch diameter steel back 

plate. The fatigue-rated flat load cell, model #FFL(45/+30)U(C), is 

maniifacured in West Conshohocken, PA. 

3. A 2-inch diameter, 8.25-inch long stainless steel shaft inserts 0.5 inch (3.0 

inches when the pressure vessel is not used) into the underneath side of the 

back plate. The other end of the shaft is pinned with a 0.75 inch diameter pin 

iato a clevis block mounted on the horizontal roller bearing. The 2-inch shaft 

passes through a linear bearing in the top plate of the pressure vessel when the 

pressure vessel is in place. 

4. The horizontal roller bearing (Thomson V-type RW-32 Dual Roimdway 

Bearing) rides upon a 10-inch long, 2-inch diameter shaft mounted horizontally 

in the direction of upper box motion. This shaft is bolted onto a steel plate 

which is in turn bolted to an aluminum plimger. The d^th of the 8-inch 

diameter plunger is 3.75 inches and inserts into a solid bearing moimted into 

the upper sample guide box (described later). 

5. The aluminum plimger contacts the top of the aluminum upper sample holder 

(also 8-inches in diameter), thus transmitting the load to the upper sample. 
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Figure 11. Normal Loading Components- Assembled 

Figure 12. Normal Loading Components - Disassembled 
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6. The lower sample is held within a lower sample holder (aluminum) which fits 

snugly into a circular hole in the lower box of the apparatus. 

7. The lower box is bolted to a 1-inch thick bottom plate which is held down to 

the large steel leveling plates bolted to the horizontal bottom member of the 

frame. 

Because of two solid bearings installed in the upper sample guide box, the 

plunger and upper sample holder slide up and down freely (except for slight friction 

along the bearii^ surface), allowing practically all of the applied force to be 

transmitted to the interface. The weight of the aluminum/steel guide box is not 

transmitted to the interface, rather it is supported by vertical stabilizer armg welded 

to the side of the box which in turn rest on rollers mounted in the bottom box 

(described later). The weight of the steel shaft, roller bearing, and aluminum plunger 

is transmitted to the upper sample and to the interface. 

4.2.4 Horizontal Load Application 

The first CYMDOF device has a weak point in that a moment may be 

introduced at the interface causing non-imiform shear and normal stress distributions 

to develop. This is due to a horizontal loading eccentricity (the horizontal load is 

applied 3.5 inches above the interface). In. order to minimize the reactive moment 

about the shear plane in the new device, the horizontal load attachment is positioned so 

that the applied shear load lies in the plane of shear movement. As a result, no 

significant moment is expected at the interface due to forces applied in the shearing 

plane. 

The shearing load is applied to the interface by means of the following 

components (see Figures 13 and 14): 
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Figure 13. Attachment of Yoke to the Upper Guide Box 

Figure 14. Shear Loading Components 
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1. A 30-kip actuator is pinned into the horizontal actuator-connection assembly 

which is welded to a vertical beam of the frame. 

2. The threaded end of the actuator screws into a STRAINSERT 30-kip flat load 

cell which is attached by 8 bolts to a 2-inch thick, 9-inch diameter steel back 

plate. The fatigue-rated flat load cell, model #FFL(45/+30)UCC), is 

manufacured in West Conshohocken, PA. 

3. A 1.25-inch diameter, 10-inch long stainless steel shaft screws into the load 

cell back plate. The other end of the shaft passes through a linear bearing (for 

support and guidance into the pressure vessel) and is locked into the yoke with 

a 0.5-inch diameter pin- The 1.25-inch diameter shaft passes through the side 

of the pressure vessel between the linear support bearing and the yoke. 

4. The steel yoke is pinned to both vertical support arms of the upper sample 

guide box at the interface plane. The yoke ^lits the shear load from the shaft 

in two by transmitting the load to opposite sides of the guide box. 

5. The upper sample guide box in turn transmits the shear load to the upper 

sample holder and finally to the upper sample and the interface. 

As the upper sample is pushed back and forth over the stationary lower 

sample, the upper sample is free to move up, down, and rotate aroimd an avis 

perpendiciUar to the direction of translation. Additional rollers can be inserted under 

the vertical support zirms (part of the upper sample guide box) to not allow freedom of 

rotation. 

4.2.4.1 Yoke 

A finite element analysis was carried out to determine the feasibility of 

using a yoke in the apparatus. Under a loading of 10 kips it was estimated that 



deflection within the yoke itself would amount to about 0.005 inches. The study 

indicated that the yoke should be made from steel as an aluminum yoke would 

experience excessive deformation. The final shape and dimensions of the yoke were 

determined by considering space limitations and results from further finite element 

analysis. The yoke and its attachment to the upper guide box can be seen in Figure 13. 

4.2.5 Upper Sample Guide Box 

Friction between sand and the sample holder wall is a minor weakness of the 

first CYMDOF device. In tests, Drumm (1983) found that friction between sand aad 

the sides of the top box decreased the normal stress transmitted to the interface from 

between 7.5 to 30 percent. The thickness of the sand (3 to 8 inches) was found to be 

more significant in causing friction than the level of normal stress. In an attempt to 

reduce this effect, two solid bearings were installed in the new device. 

The two solid bearings were pressure fit into the upper sample guide box. 

The aluminum plunger block rides in the first or top bearing and the upper sample 

holder moves within the second bearing. The first bearing is composed of Rulon J 

bearing material laminated to a steel jacket, obteiined from the LM76 company in East 

Longmeadow, MA. The composite bearing has an outside diameter of 9.0 inches, an 

inside diameter of 8.0 inches and a length of 2.5 inches. Rulon J is a specially 

formulated bearing material developed to run against soft metal mating materials such 

as aluminum. The second bearing was also obtained from LM76 and is a Thordon HP-

SXL bearing material also laminated to a steel jacket. This composite bearing has an 

outside diameter of 8.5 inches, an inside diameter of 8.0 inches and a length of 2.5 

inches. Thordon HP-SXL is a very hard, tough synthetic polymer alloy having high 

abrasion resistance so that it can be used in dirty environments. The original intent of 

this material was to be a bearing surface directly against steel, concrete, or rock 
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samples. It was later decided, however, to use a sample holder in the upper sample. 

As grit is expected in this area, the tough bearing will still be useful. No stick-slip is 

expected for these bearings since their coefficient of static friction is less than their 

coefficient of dynamic friction-

Two steel "wings" or stabilizer arms are welded to the side of the circular 

part of the upper sample guide box as shown in Figures 13 and 14. The purpose of 

these wings is to (l) transfer the weight of the upper guide box to the device bottom 

plate, (2) prevent horizontal motion of the upper sample perpendicular to shear motion, 

(3) prevent rotation of the upper sample around the vertical axis, (4) prevent or allow 

rocking, as desired, of the upper sample around an axis perpendicular to direct of shear, 

and (5) be an attachment point of the yoke to the upper box. Rocking occurs about a 

single roller bearing (shown in Figure 15) which is the primary support for the 

stabilizer arms. If additional solid rollers femall steel cylinders) are installed in the 

trough under the wings, rocking motion will not be permitted. A side view of a 

stabilizer arm is given in Figure 16, showing the bronze Oilite bearing hole in which 

0.75-inch stainless steel rods connect the yoke to the upper box. 

4.2.6 Lower Box 

The lower box of the device is rectangular in its outer dimension and has a 

circular (9.5-inch internal diameter) opening in its center which is 3.5 inches deep. 

This opening receives the lower sample holder and specimen at a very small tolerance. 

In order to expel the lower sample holder, air pressure is gradually applied to a small 

air channel which extends from the side of the lower box to the center point right 

under the lower sample (Figure 17). The larger hole that is visible in the opening just 

offset from center is the passageway for instrumentation wiring coming from the 

lower sample. 
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Figure 15. Main Support Bearing for Upper Guide Box 

Figure 16. Side View of the Upper Guide Box 
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4.2.7 Upper and Lower Sample Holders 

An example of the upper and lower sample holding containers are shown in 

Figure 18. The circular sample holders are used for casting concrete samples and also 

to hold material specimens during testing. The lower sample holder has an outside 

dimension of 9.5 inches and an inside dimension of 9.0 inches. The upper sample 

holder has an outside dimension of 8.0 inches and an inside dimension of 7.5 inches. 

For testir^ with soils, it may be desirable to reduce the inside dimension of the lower 

sample holder to 6.5 inches. The lower sample holder is keyed to prevent spin of the 

specimen within the holder, and spin of the holder within the lower box. The upper 

sample must be 3 inches thick, and the lower sample may be 1 inch, 2 inches, or 3 

inches thick as desired. Steel blanks are placed in the bottom box if a 3-inch thick 

sample is not used. 

4.2.8 Fluid Pressure System 

The fluid pressure system is composed of (l) the interface membrane, (2) the 

components and controls to apply pressure within the interface, and (3) the components 

and controls to apply pressure outside the interface. 

4.2.8.1 Interface Membrane 

The rectjingular-shaped membrane used to confine sand in the first CYMDOF 

device is difficult to work with. For this reason a circular test box was designed 

with a circular interface membrane. 

The flexible latex or silicon rubber membrane (10 inches in diameter) is 

attached to the outside of both the upper and lower boxes of the apparatus and is 
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Figure 17. Lower Box 

Figure 18. Sample Holding Containers 
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secured with adjustable steel straps. Different thicknesses of membrane may be used 

depending on the loading magnitude and stiffness required. When external fluid 

pressure is not used, a set of sliding confinement rings can be slid over the membrane 

to prevent outward bulging of the membrane during pressurizing and shear movement. 

4.2.8.2 Internal Pressure Components 

Water is introduced through ports and passageways provided for this purpose 

in the device. The water comes from a separate tank which can be pressure-controlled 

using air pressure and an air regulator. Several fluid inlet and outlet ports are 

provided for vacuum and backpressure application. 

4.2.8.3 External Pressure Components 

It is desired to confine the outside of the interface membrane so as to keep 

the volume within the membrane constant. If the volume is kept constant, then 

changes in interface water pressure can be observed. 

Water or a non-conductive fluid such as dimethyl silicon oil is used within a 

pressure vessel to pressurize the outside of the interface membrane. The external 

pressure on the membrane is initially set equal to the interface pressure. 

Two views of the pressure vessel are given in. Figures 19 and 20. The 

circular pressure vessel is composed of a tube, rolled from 6061-T6 aluminum plate, 

and two 1-inch thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates which sandwich the tube tightly 

inbetween. The tube has an outside diameter of 20.0 inches and an inside diameter of 

19.25 inches (the wall is 0.375 inches thick). An O-ring, partially recessed in the 

vessel wall, is used to seal the flat plates to the the tube. The compressive pressure 

applied on the seals is supplied by eight 1-inch diameter steel piUars which extend 
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tlirough tlie two plates, and eight 0.625-inch bolts which screw from the plates into 

threaded blocks (welded on the outside of the tube walls). The pressure vessel 

assembly is designed to withstand 100 psi at a factor of safety of 5. Normal 

maximum operating pressure is 50 psi. A pressure relief valve is installed in the top 

plate of the vessel and is set to open at 100 psL 

Fluid inlet and outlet ports are provided on the pressure vessel to allow the 

vessel fluid to be introduced, maintained under a specified pressure and removed. 

Using regulated air pressure, the fliiid is pumped from a large holding tank into the 

pressure vessel and then, when ready, back through a 10-micron filter into the holding 

tank. Air pressure is also used in applying pressure to the vessel fluid. 

The vertical 2-inch diameter loading shaft and the horizontal 1.25-iach 

diameter shaft need to be sealed at the points they enter into the pressure vessel. At 

each such location a sealing assembly has been designed using standard wipers and 

Parker PolyPak seals (Salt Lake City, UT). Increased pressure within the pressure 

vessel will result in increased friction forces beii^ exerted by the seeds on the shafts. 

The electrical instrument wires from the test box are passed through the 

pressure vessel wall using Pave Technology's "Hermetically Sealed Wire Passthru 

Harnesses" (Dayton, OH). A non-conductive fluid may need to be used in the vessel 

due to the numerous instrument cable connections that are contained therein. 

4.3 Instrumentation 

An important part of testing is making physical measurements. The needed 

measurements for this device include the loads, normal and shear displacements, and 

fluid pressures. The plan for taking these measurements is described below. The 
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Figure 19. Pressure Vessel 

Figure 20. Opposite Side View of Pressure Vessel 



calibration of the intruments will be performed within the apparatiis in their 

operating positions (as far as is possible). 

Measurement of Load, Two STRAINSERT flat load cells are used to 

measure the normal and shear loads. They are mounted in-line with the shear and 

normal actuators as shown in Figure 14. 

Measurement of Normal Displacements. The normeil displacements are 

measured using the following instruments: 

1. One mechanically-linked AC Linear Variable Differential Transformer OLVDT) 

moimted on the normal actuator, 

2. Three hermetically-sealed, spring-loaded DC LVDT's to measure the normal 

movement and rotation of the upper sample at the top of the loading ram 

(moimt 2 on the side of the stabilizer-arm guide blocks and the third on the 

bottom box opposite the shear actuator with the LVDT gage extending to 

horizontal plates attached to the chain-bearing/load-ram plate), and 

3. One to three Bison Instrument Inductance Coils (Bison Gages) gages about a 

half-inch from the interface to measure normal deflection between the upper 

and lower sample, aligned in a mounting receptacle within the upper sample 

(three will allow the interface plane to be defined). 

Measurement of Sheju: Displacements. The shear displacements are 

measured using the following instruments: 

1. One mechanically-linked AC LVDT mo'onted on the shear actuator, 

2. Two hermetically-sealed, spring-loaded DC LVDT's to measure the sheeir 

movement of the upper sample-holder guide box (mount on the stabilizer-arm 

guide blocks with the LVDT gage heads extending to the stabilizer arms), and 

3. Possibly one hermetically-sealed LVDT arrangement to measure shear 

displacement at the interface. 
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Measurement of Fluid Pressures in Vessel and at Interface. Fluid 

pressures are measured using the following components: 

1. One fluid pressure transducer, screwed into pressure vessel, to measure the 

pressure of the vessel fluid, 

2. One to two fluid pressure transducers installed outside the vessel with poroiis 

stones and tubes at the interface, and 

3. One fluid pressure transducer to measure water pressure in the soil away from 

the interface. 
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Chapter 5 

HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEM 

The electro-hydraulic control system is composed of closed-loop electronic 

controllers, electrical motor servovalves which control oil flow, a pump that supplies 

oil pressure, hoses and pipes, and oU cooling and miscellaneous control equipment. The 

system is capable of handling cyclic testing at 30 Hz. The electronic controllers 

consist of a MTS model #436 master control unit connected to MTS model #406 

controllers for each actuator (Figure 21). 

The 30-kip hydraulic actuators are controlled by the electronic controllers as 

explained below. For each actuator, the computer sends the appropriate analog 

command (Set-Point) signal (+10 VDC, resolution of 1 mV) to a 406 controller, which 

in. turn, sends another analog signal to the servovalve which controls the hydraulic 

fluid to move the actuator. The hydraulic actuators may be controlled in either 

displacement-control mode or load-control mode. Each 406 controller compares the 

input command signal (desired motion or force) with a feedback signal from the 

measuring instrument (actual motion or force) and sends a new signal to the servo 

valve as nece^ary. The response time for this part of the system is about 15 micro 

seconds. 

At the present time, the system electronics can be used to apply constant 

normal load (stress) or varying load according to the command signal which is input; 

for instance, a constantly increasing ramp signal or a veirying sine wave signal can be 
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Figure 21. MTS Electronic Controllers 
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sent that will produce a similar loading response. In addition, the system has a 

provision to perform tests under a "constant stiffness" condition in which the normal 

load changes in proportion to normal displacement. 

5.1 Electrical and Hydraulic System Components 

Investigation of the old hydraulic supply and delivery system resulted in 

several improvements being made. The main problem of overheating was eliminated 

by installing an oil temperature sensing system, adding an additional heat exchanger, 

and by re-routing the hydraulic pipes and hoses. For fast hydraulic control-response, 

it was necessary to mount both the servovalves directly to their hydraulic actuators. 

The hydraulic fluid \ised in the pump and hydraulic system is Mobil DTE 25. 

This same brand and type of fluid should always be used in the system as miyiTig 

different brands of hydraulic fluid may create contaminants that can damage the 

hydraulic system. To give consistent results and prevent fluid breakdown, the 

operating temperature of the hydraulic fluid should be kept between 100-125 degrees 

F(38-52 degrees C). The system provides automatic control of the fluid temperature 

to keep it within this range. 

The following components are important parts of the hydraulic system: 

1. One Abex Denison 1A84 adjustable flow pump, from Norman Equipment Co., 

which is capable of applying a pressure of up to 3000 psi (21 MPa) at a flow 

rate of 20 gallons/min, 

2. One hour meter to keep track of how many hours the pump is on, 

3. Two Hydro-Line hydraulic cylinders (Rockford, TL, model #N5C4X8) capable of 

applying a 30 kip (133 KN) force. 
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4. Two MOOG high performance servovalves manufactured in East Aurora, NY 

having 4-way sliding ^ol valves in wMch output flow is proportional to 

electricjil input current, has a flow capacity of 10 gpm at 1000 psi Onodel 

#760C-103A), 

5. One MTS Service Manifold is model #290.13, serial #908 to protect against 

sudden pressure changes or other emergencies, 

6. One 6000 psi PALL hydraulic fluid filter (20 gpm, 0.45 micron nominal, 3 

micron absolute, model #HH9800B16UPSBP), 

7. One Hayden cooler-heat exchanger model #TT3241, 20 GPM capacity, 

8. One Fenwal overtemperature switch to shut down the pump when the oil 

overheats and to turn on the Hayden cooler-heat exchanger, 

9. One Young water-based heat exchanger, 

10. One temperature control water valve which regulates water flow to the Young 

heat exchanger, 

11. Several oil-temperature indicator gages, and 

12. Four flow indicator gages (Headland Easy Flow Flow Meters #625-128) 

installed in the hydraulic outflow and return lines. 
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Chapter 6 

AUTOMATIC DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL 

SYSTEM 

The older MINC-11 data acqiiisition system, made by Digital Electronic 

Corporation, was determined to be inadequate to meet future testing needs. An 

analysis was made of what was required and desired in a new system, and then new 

equipment was acquired. The new equipment is intended for use with various testing 

devices in the Constitutive Modelling Laboratory. 

The newly acquired data acquisition and control system can be divided iato 

two parts, the inain Hewlett Packard (HP) 330 Computer and the HP 3852 Data 

Acquisition Mainframe (see Figure 22 to 24). At this time all the equipment is 

operational and is being programmed. 

6.1 Computer System 

The HP 330 Computer is a powerful machine that has been designed 

e^ecially for the needs of laboratory testing. The primary programming language is 

HP BASIC which has many extensions for control, measurement, and data management. 

The computer feir exceeds the capabilities of the IBM-AT, especially in terms of the 
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Figure 22. HP 330 Computer 

Figure 23. HP 3852 Data Acquisition Mainframe 
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Figure 24. Rear of Mainframe -- Hardware Components 
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rate of data transfer to memory and to disk. The HP 330 Computer System consists of 

the following components: 

1. One HP 9000 Model 330MMA Monochrome Instrument Controller computer — 

including a Motorola 16.67 MHz MC68020 processor (2 MIPS), MC68881 

floating point coprocessor, MC68851 Paged Memory Management Unit, 32-bit 

Memory Bus, 32-bit DIO-II I/O bus, 4Mb of ram memory, keyboard, direct 

memory access ODMA) at a rate of 349 Kbytes/sec, 98644 RS-232 serijil port, 

98625B high speed HP-IB disk interface, 12-inch monochrome display, 98542A 

medium resolution monochrome graphics board, 98643 LAN network, and 

virtual memory, 

2. One 98515B Opt 045 UNIX 6.0 Operating System — manages hard disk files; 

enables DOS Coprocessor to run; enables next version of BASIC to run directly 

with UNIX; Jillows multi-tasking and windowing, 

3. One 9153C 40 Megabyte Hard Disk with integrated 2 Megabyte 3.5 inch Floppy 

Drive, 

4. One 9127A 5.25 inch Floppy Drive, 

5. One 98622A 16-bit GPIO Parallel Interface — for high ^eed data transfer from 

the Mainframe, 

6. One 2227A QuietJet Plus Printer ~ an ink jet graphics printer with RS-232C 

interface and 15-inch wide carriage, 

7. One 98616A Opt. 045 BASIC 5.1 Language and Operating System which gives 

the highest performance found in interactive instrument control systems on the 

market today. Includes a tree-structured directory system, an interactive file 

editor, a facility to share files with HP-UX files, extensive debug and trace 

tools, a capability to run independent subprograms, numerous predefined 

mathematical and matrix commands, and eillows for dynamic variable 
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allocation, labeled common, and up to 15 levels of prioritized software 

interrupt. The operating system's Real precision is -l,798E+308 to 

-2.22SE-308, its Integer precision is -32768 to +32767, and its Complex 

precision consists of two real precision components, and 

8. One 44458A Data Acquisition Manager Software Package which is a group of 

compiled subroutines that can be used by HP BASIC programs to handle many 

data management functions: 

• data management — set up a data base; storage to or retrieval from data 

bases; data collection over HP-IB interface, GPIO interface, from a 

program, or the keyboard; time-stamp data; document data, 

• data analysis ~ scaling (^rnY + b), limit checking, statistics, math, strain 

gage conversions, user-defined look-up tables, 

• data presentation — printing, plotting with graphs, real-time 

stripcharting, 

• process control ~ can control as many as ten processes ia a program 

through proportional gain control, integral control or derivative 

control, 

• task scheduling — assists in scheduling tasks by creating a table of up to 

99 tasks in which each task can be assigned a name, number, starting 

time, time interval between task runs, niimber of times the task is to be 

run and run priority, and 

9 configuration/verification. — a menu driven program used to help 

document equipment set-up parameters and to help ensure that a needed 

configuration is completely attached and working. 
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6.2 Data Acquisition Mainframe System 

The HP 3852 Data Acquisition Mainframe is both a computer and a box into 

which all the specialized data acquisition and control hardwMe modules are plugged. 

As a computer it can be programmed from its own keyboard or received down-loaded 

programs from the main computer. The additional intelligence and memory storage 

capability JiUow additional flexibility and power in accomplishing data acquisition and 

control tasks. A fast (20 Hz) cyclic test performed on the new device with full 

instnmientation and use of the constant stiffness mode requires the additional 

capability afforded by the Mainframe. The HP 3852 Data Acquisition Mainframe 

system consists of the following: 

1. One 3852A Data Acquisition/Control Unit or "Mainframe" with functions as 

described below: 

• Eight slots for plug-in function modules, 

• Bxxilt-in system clock (1 msec resolution) with alarms and a 

programmable pacer (0.25 micro second resolution) — supports multi

tasking and allows real-time interrupts to be given at any time for a 

high priority tasks, 

• 11Kb RAM memory for storing data readings and subroutines, 

• HB-IB interface for uploading to and downloading from HP computer, 

• Analog throughput, rated at more than 100,000 readings per second, 

with 1 microvolt sensitivity in the presence of noise, 

• Keyboard and display on the front panel, 

• On-board intelligence which allows use of structured programming to 

obtain the maximum ^eed of collecting measurements, making control 

decisions, and sending out control data. 
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• Down-loaded subroutines and internal calculations Gnath. operations, fast 

scaling [mx + b] and statistics) that can be used as post-processing 

routines to return only the data one needs to the computer, saving disk 

and storage space, 

• Permits user-defined tables of CX,Y) pairs to be used for fast linear 

interpolation, 

• Limit checking of analog measurements can be performed in real time or 

after measurements have been stored in main-frame memory, 

• Built-in transducer conversions for strain gages, 

• Asynchronous communication with the HP computer through buffering, 

and 

• Multiple data-gathering voltmeters working simultaneously. 

One 44703B Mainframe Extended Memory Card installed with 1 Mbyte of 

additional RAM memory. 

One 44702B 13-bit High-Speed Voltmeter which directly measures DC voltage 

or DC resistance; measurement rate of 100,000 readings per second with auto-

ranging; buffer for over 64,000 readings that can be transferred to mainframe 

internal memory or to hard disc via GPIO, and a DMA controller while taking 

measurements; dedicated triggering with on-bojird pacers. 

Two 44711A 24-Channel High-Speed FET Multiplexers — directly multiplexes 

voltage, resistance, or strain gages over 24 channels (the two together give 48 

channels); high and low switch for each channel; signal plus common mode 

noise mxist be less that 10 V peak; works with the HP 44702B voltmeter. 

One 44701A 5.5 to 3.5 Digit Integrating Voltmeter ~ directly measures DC 

voltage, resistance, or AC voltage; can accurately measure small signal changes 
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in noisy environments; can choose the resolution, accuracy, and noise rejection 

needed, while maximizing measurement speed. 

6. One 44708A 20-Channel Relay Multiplexer — directly multiplexes voltage, 

resistance, or strain gages; circuitry to reduce the effects of real-world 

measurement errors in a multi-channel system; works with the HP 44701A 

voltmeter. 

7. Two 44726A Arbitrary Waveform Digital to Analog CD/A) Converters — two 

channels (four total) with 32 Kbytes of memory per channel; directly outputs 

eirbitrary waveforms stored in its own memory and DC voltages; each channel 

has enough memory for 32,000 waveform points in which each point is defined 

as both a voltage level and length of time at that level; has 16-bit resolution 

with a step rate of up to 800 kHz; range is +10.235 volts DC; channels have 

independent timebases that can be synchronized with each other or with 

external events or external timebases can be used; sine, triangle and square 

waveforms can be calculated and loaded from the HP 3 852A with one 

command; waveforms can be single shot or continuous. 

A description of a sample laboratory test can be xjsed to illustrate the 

capabilities of the data acquisition and control system. A 10 Hz cyclic test needs to be 

conducted using the new device with full instrumentation. Fifteen measuring devices, 

each outputting a DC voltage, comprise full instrumentation. One cycle is defined as a 

physical back and forth movement of the upper sample: start at point zero (0 VDC), 

move forward say 0.25 inch (+8 VDC) then reverse direction back to point zero (0 

VDC), continue moving past the zero point a full 0.25 inch (-8 VDC), then reverse 

direction again and return to the zero point (0 VDC). Readings from all of the 15 

instniments are taken very quickly at 60 different times, all during one cycle. At 10 

Hz then, we have a reading from all (each) of our instruments at the rate of 60 
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readings per cycle x 10 cycles per second or 600 times per second. Now each, time the 

instruments are read, two successive readings from each instrument are taken and their 

average is found. Thus, 15 x 2 - 30 instrument readings are taken each time the 

instruments are read. Finally then, 30 x 600 = 18,000 readings per second form the 

critical scanning requirement. The electronic equipment is actually capable of 

handling the same test at 50 Hz which is approximately 90 thousand readings per 

second. Up to 1000 cycles may be performed over the duration of the test before the 

storage area is filled. 

6.3 Constant Stiffness Mechanism 

The "constant stiffness" mode allows the actuator force to be dependent upon 

displacement in the direction of the actuator. For example, if during an earthquake 

one block of rock rides up over asperities on a second block, an increase in normal 

stress is expected at the joint due to the pushing displacement against a stiff rock mass. 

To allow for this capability during a laboratory test requires an analog command 

signal to the 406 controller which has an independent and a dependent part. The 

command signal must derive from a pre-determined initial load (remains constant) 

added to a varying load which is computed based on normal displacement read from the 

data acquisition system. Thus, the operator will !^ecify an initial load P(initial) and a 

constant k such that, 

P(applied) = PGnitial) + ks (l) 

where x •» the displacement read from one or more channels of the data acquisition 

system. As x changes, P(applied) or the command signal to the 406 will change 

accordingly giving the degree of "stiffness" desired. 
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During a test in consteint stiffness mode, control signals can be sent to tlie 

vertical actuator at a maximum rate of about 100 times per second. This is 

accomplished by using a high resolution voltmeter to measure vertical displacement 

and software in the data acquisition mjiinframe to adjust the analog output to the load 

controller. 
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Chapter 7 

FUTURE PLANS 

The apparatiB described above is just about to undergo preliminary test runs. 

The programming and wiring of the new data acquisition and control system is 

underway. The frame and hydraulic systems are now complete. Future work will 

entaU the following: 

1. Calibrate and properly adjust of all equipment, 

2. Analyze the frame and direct shear apparatus in order to evaluate stiffness 

properties and to assess the nature of loose connections, contact points, giTiri 

general operation, 

3. Verify that data acquisition and control is adequate and proper, 

4. Document the testing procedures for using the new CYMDOF apparatus, 

5. Develop in detail the laboratory testing plan, 

6. Modify the existing hierarchical constitutive model for joints and interfaces 

according as needed Csee below), 

7. Carry out the laboratory testing plan, 

8. Implement the improved constitutive model into a computer program and make 

other improvements in the program such as adding pre- and post-processing 

units, and 

9. Verify and apply the model to actual boundary value problems by using the 

computer program. 
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7.1 Constitutive Modelling of Discontinuities 

Realistic constitutive modelling for mechanical characterization of interfaces 

and joints requires appropriate laboratory testing. The device presented herein can be 

used to test discontinuities (joints and interfaces) under static, quasi-static, and cyclic 

loading. In particular, the device will be used to test interfaces such as those between 

concrete and sand, steel and sand and steel and clay. The factors considered will be 

amplitude of applied load and displacements, shear and normal strains, shear and 

normal displacement, and pore water pressure. The results will be used to develop 

constitutive relations in the form: 

where and e ^ zxe stress and strain tensors, respectively, eind C,jy is the constitutive 

tensor. 

The model proposed will be based on the hierarchical approach ODesai et al., 

1986) in the context of the plasticity theory. Here, a special form of the generalized 

yield function (F), will be developed as 

F = + aa" - YOn = 0 (3) 

where x is the shear stress, is the total normal stress, and the parameters a, n 

and Y are the reqx)nse functions. 

The model will allow for fluid pressure p by e^ressing as 

a„ - a„' + P (4) 

where o„' is the effective normal stress and p is the fluid pressure. The factors 

proposed to be included are the adhesive and tensile strengths, frictional cheiracteristics, 

and nonassociative response anisotopy due to cyclic loading and stiffening or 

degradation at the interfaces. 
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With the theory of plasticity, the incremental constitutive tensor is 

expressed as 

(5) 

where d denotes incremental quantity. 

Once the constitutive model is developed, it can be included in a (numerical) 

solution procedure, e.g. with the finite element method, where the element equations 

zxQ written as 

[m]{q} + [k^]{q} - {Q} (6) 

where [m] is the mass matrix, [k^3 = [BfCC^lLBldV is the (tangent) stiffness matrix, 

{q} and {Q} are the displacement and load vectors, respectively, [B] is the 

transformation matrix, V is the volume, and the overdot denotes a time derivative. 

The numerical procedure can then be used to solve static and dynamic 

problems in soil-structure interaction. 
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